Amino acid substitutions in the two largest subunits of Escherichia coli RNA polymerase that suppress a defective Rho termination factor affect different parts of the transcription complex.
Among the earliest rpoBC mutations identified are three suppressors of the conditional lethal rho allele, rho201. These three mutations are of particular interest because, unlike rpoB8, they do not increase termination at all rho-dependent and rho-independent terminators. rpoB211 and rpoB212 both change Asn-1072 to His in conserved region H of rpoB (betaN1072H), whereas rpoC214 changes Arg-352 to Cys in conserved region C of rpoC (beta'R352C). Both substitutions significantly reduce the overall rate of transcript elongation in vitro relative to wild-type RNA polymerase; however, they probably slow elongation for different reasons. The nucleotide triphosphate concentrations required at the T7 A1 promoter for both abortive trinucleotide synthesis and for promoter escape are much greater for betaN1072H. In contrast, beta'R352C and two adjacent substitutions (beta'G351S and beta'S350F), but not betaN1072H, formed open complexes of greatly reduced stability. The sequence in this region of beta' modestly resembles a region of Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I that contacts the phosphate backbone of DNA in co-crystals. Core determinants affecting open complex formation do not reside exclusively in beta', however, since the Rifr mutation rpoB2 in beta also dramatically destabilized open complexes. We suggest that the principal defects of the two Rho-suppressing substitutions may differ, perhaps reflecting a greater role of beta region H in nucleoside triphosphate-binding and nucleotide addition and of beta' region C in contacts to the DNA strands that could be important for translocation. Although both probably suppress rho201 by slowing RNA chain elongation, these differences may lead to terminator specificity that depends on the rate-limiting step at different sites.